
 

This is the reason you came. The most important thing is to be confident in yourself. We generally start 
off the conversation by introducing ourselves, and asking how their show is going (or if it is extremely 
early in the event), how their travel was. We tell them a bit about our company (eg. how long we have 
been in business, where we are located, what we sell, etc.). Then, we will mention something specific 

about their brand, and ask them a brand specific question.  

Don’t focus on where you sell the products. Instead, show the genuine interest in their company and 
brand. By all means, if they ask where you sell products – tell them, but make sure you command the 
conversation and direct the focus where you want it to be.  

It’s important to remember, with any event. You don’t have to place an order on the spot. Instead, find 
out the necessary information: 

1) What is their wholesale pricing? 
2) Do they have any show specials? 
3) What are their FFA or Free Freight thresholds? 
4) Any volume discounts – if so, what level? 
5) Are there any restrictions with selling their products? 
6) Do they have MAP pricing – if so, are people adhering to it? 
7) If people aren’t adhering to the MAP pricing, what enforcement strategies do they have? 

Request a catalog, and simply tell them you will come back to them if you aren’t comfortable placing an 
order without more research. If you are comfortable with their answers, the pricing, and other 
necessary factors – place an order. Don’t let them dictate placing an order.  

In terms of how they answer the initial questions – note that when you are reviewing their material. For 
example, if they said they don’t do any volume discounts – then look at their minimum order, find the 
maximum amount of product you would be comfortable ordering (if it is significantly more than the 
minimum) for example, $250 minimum, but your order would be $2500 – then propose that order to 
them the next day and look for a discount. 

It’s important to remember that whether we are live and in color, or communicating via phone or email, 
we are constantly looking for discounts. This NEVER changes. EVER. It’s a huge part of your business and 
your success to find discounts and create margin. Don’t let the face-to-face interaction prevent you from 
doing that. 

If you choose to go talk to general wholesalers, it is important to remember that you do control the 
conversation. For example, many will be pushy and ask if they can help you, or what are you looking at. 
It’s best to tell them – that you are looking around and will talk to them in a bit. We typically identify 3-5 
items and ask about pricing. If the pricing is close to where we would need it to be, then we will 
generally run through the same questions as before (eg. volume discounts, Free Freight thresholds). If 
the prices aren’t close to what we would need – we will generally thank them and move along.  



 

There are several other important questions for general wholesalers, if you find an item that you are 
interested in: 

1) Is this a closeout? If yes, we like to ask them how many pieces of the closeout were there, and 
what percentage they got. Also, when was this item closed out? This is VERY important. Large 
closeouts, tend to tank prices really hard – so lookout.  We generally avoid closeouts with more 
than 2,000 total pieces, unless we have other information that would sway our decision. Also, 
you can ask them where do the majority of their clients sell products (eg. online or brick and 
mortar)? If the closeout was really recent, that will set off alarm bells as well, as many of the 
units may not have hit Amazon yet.  Many of these guys are simply reps and may not tell the 
truth, or even know the truth. It’s important that you get as much background as possible when 
looking at closeout items. 

2) Is this a liquidation item? If yes, I would generally be cautious, as these will vary in condition. 

Anyone you talk to that you feel like can have a positive impact on your business, regardless of whether 
you buy something or not get their information. However, DO NOT TAKE ARBITRARY cards, and don’t 
give your information out to people you don’t think will have value.  They will beat you down with 
automated emails, calls, etc. While I realize that you may miss a deal – the converse if that you will stop 
reading your emails as thoroughly as it fills daily with junk. Don’t look to make things great that aren’t. It 
steals your energy and bandwith. 

It’s really important that when you get back, that you generally give your reps a couple of days. The 
majority of times they will reach out to you (imagine they have HUNDREDS of calls and emails). If they 
don’t reach out to you, follow up with them. Remind them of your conversation, as well as the reason 
you would like to do business with them. Also, send out a reminder if you placed an order – just send 
something along the lines of: 

 

 

"Hi [insert their name], 

Thanks for talking to me at [insert show name]. I really appreciated you working with me, and I hope 
your show was incredible. I placed an order [insert your order number], and just wanted to let you to 
contact me directly with any updates. 

Thanks,  

[insert your name]" 

This will simply make sure that they have your email on file, as well as let them know that you are 
thinking about the order. If you don’t receive a timely update (eg. a week), recontact them, and find out 
what the issue is. It’s important to remember, that while they are busy, your order needs to be dealt 
with quickly as the market can shift a lot! Work with them to make sure that your order gets out quickly. 



 

Beyond connecting with people you met at the event, start looking through the catalogs that were 
interesting at the show. If you carried it around, and ultimately home – you should have done so for a 
reason. Don’t simply accumulate firewood. Look at the products, or get rid of it, as their stocks can 
change rather quickly (general wholesalers), and if they are a brand owner, review their products and 
make your decisions.  

It’s important to act quickly, as shows can certainly draw a crowd to products. Don’t forget, LEAF 
SOURCE off of all the new items that you find. 

 


